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HOW DO WE SMOKE PCP 
HONORABLY?

 Outside of  the library, around the Paradox, in front of  Commons, perched in Douglas Fir trees, confusedly running and screaming at the theatre construction site, naked 
and splayed on logs in the canyon, hunched over in dirty dormitory bathtubs, huddled up inside of  the quad’s new Sukkot tent, or even during HUM lectures and conferences-- every-
where you look on campus, you can find students who are casually puffing on fat blunts of  PCP. 

But what’s all the fuss surrounding PCP these days, anyway?

 Albeit Reed has an abnormally high rate of  PCP use amongst its students compared to other private liberal arts colleges (see graph below), PCP hasn’t been a hot-button 
issue until recent years, when the school implemented its AoDEPCP (Alcohol and Other Drugs Except for PCP) Plan. Since then, discussion of  the consequences of  Reed’s rampant 
PCP use has been largely unavoidable.

 Further, in light of  last week’s RKSK initiation (where, as one student enthusiastically put it,  “The PCP 
flowed like PBR!”), a campus-wide ban on PCP now seems inevitable. This begs the question: Can we Reedies smoke 
PCP honorably, and if  so, how?

 Director of  Community Safety, Gary Granger, thinks that Reed’s PCP usage has crossed the de-militarized-
fuzzy-gray-border-area into dishonorable territory. He released the following letter to the Reed Student body in the 
wake of  last week’s PCP-addled run across the Lewis and Clark campus:

“I know that, per the guidelines established in the AoDEPCP Implementation Plan, it is not my job to stop 
students from smoking this so-called ‘Dust’. However, when one-hundred Reed students strip naked, enter 
uncontrollably violent deliria, and disembowel dozens of  Clarkies, I feel it is my job to intervene. I am person-
ally advocating a zero-tolerance approach to PCP use on campus.”

 Because no one really gives a shit about what happens at Lewis and Clark, though, the most natural question to ask in the wake of  last week’s initiation is not whether PCP-
users’ violence is an issue for others, but whether the voice of  Reed’s pro-PCP majority will end up trumping the concerns of  students who don’t dabble in the Dust.

  “Frankly, I find the PCP very distracting,” said Claire Clark ‘14, a Junior Sociology major who 
brought up the possibility of  a making Reed a PCP-free campus at last week’s senate meeting.
 “It’ll be like, there I am, studying, and a cloud of  PCP smoke wafts towards me. Next thing I know, I 
feel incredibly overheated, so I take off  all my clothes. Then, I black out, and when I finally come to, I 
find myself  gouging the eyes out of  all my roommates’ Beanie Babies!”

 Unbelievable as it is, Claire is certainly not alone in her opinion about PCP. A recent survey found 
that 23% of  Reedies are bothered by the thick clouds of  second-hand PCP smoke that hang above the 
campus, and their complaints have not failed to get the attention of  the Student Government.

 “Acutally, a solution to our so-called PCP ‘problem’ was proposed late last year,” said Senator Ari 
Galper, rolling his eyes and making air-quotes as he emphasized the word ‘problem’. “Last year, we were 
going to authorize the creation of  a ‘Dust Blunt’ gazebo for all of  the campus’ PCP smokers. That way, 

they could still smoke some PCP in between classes or on a study break, but their smoke wouldn’t get in the way of  the weird, ‘New Reed’ students who choose not to partake in PCP.”

 Unfortunately, the Dust-Blunt-gazebo plan caused a kerfuffle with several Trustees, who claimed that building such a structure would present a “branding issue” for the 
college. Namely, they didn’t want the administration to come off  as too “PCP-friendly,” a concern that many students find preposterous.

 “PCP is just a part of  Reed culture,” said senior Shaurav Regmi, “Plus, when you’re super stressed, nothing tastes or feels better than a big hit of  PCP. I know it really calms 
my nerves.” He did, however, go on to say, “I know my parents don’t approve, and after college, I’ll totally stop doing Dust. For now, though, I don’t think there’s anything wrong with 
it.”

 Imagining a Reed without PCP is difficult. (For instance, how would Reed parties and celebrations look without the masses of  drug-addled students doing their silly invol-
untary muscle contractions on the dance floor?) That being said, as the debate rages on regarding Reed, PCP, and honor, the most coherent policy proposals seem to be coming from 
the anti-PCP camp. So, it seems as clear as a gallon of  Phencyclidine: if  you want your incomprehensible mutterings heard, light up some Belladonna and head over to Senate at 4pm 
on Fridays.
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